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ABSTRACT
The NASA Langley Research Center summerproject objective was to research the
various uses of remote sensing. Through use of the internet and various books,
information was analyzed on seven research topics. The research done on these seven
topics resulted in a compilation of data that suggests numerous ways in which remote
sensing can benefit both people and industries. The imagery collected was retrieved from
satellites such as the Spaceborne Imaging Radar-C/X-Band Synthetic Aperture Radar,
LANDSAT, and the TOPEX/Poseidon.

INTRODL'CTION TO REMOTE SENSING
Remote sensing is rapidly becoming a widely used tool for people in all areas of
worle. It is used to record information from space and send it to computers where this
analog information is then translated into digital numbers. From this, satellite imagery is
produced that can report many different findings from all types of places. Remote sensing
is commonly used today as an aid for map making and for observing phenomena that
cannot be seen through ordinary aerial photography. Sensors using thermal infrared,
radar, and false color infrared are used to give feedback on different phenomena taking
place above and below the earth's surface. Thermal infrared is used to look at fires,
weather patterns, water pollution, and energy conservation issues. Radar can be used to
map OUtthe geography of an area that is usually blocked from vision by clouds. False
color infrared is used in crop analysis and investigating different vegetation growths.
There are two types of sensors that can be used to take these photographs: passive and
active. Passive sensors are used to sense radiation from areas illuminated by the sun or
other them1alsources. Active sensors, more commonly known as radar, can generate their
own iThmnrurrion.These pulses of energy are directed to the target area and are then sensed
as fracCODS
of the total energy returned. A radar system uses round trip travel times of a
directed be3m of energy pulses spread out over specific distances to measure actual
distances far away. This means that radar can be used to determine the location and
separatoo distancesfrom the instrument to a target. The intensity of this received signal
indicates rnfferentsurface characteristics [14]. Today, remote sensing is still most popular
among non<ommercial areas such as education and research. While this is true, it is also
becoming increasinglyuseful in commercial areas such as companies that specializein
mapp.ng. energy studies, environmental research, weather research, and natural resources.
This study of remote sensing investigates the many ways that satellite imagery can be used
to i::-.~gare all geographical areas. Seven different areas with varying global conditions
wi: be ~)-zed by satellite imagery in search of data for differing reasons. The seven
regions ";f; here different focuses were made are the Pacific Islands, the United States of
Amen.ca..the Pacific Ocean, Asia, Europe, Africa, and the Middle East. In the Pacific
T~I~-1<:.
~'f"llite imagery was used as an aid in the search for Amelia Earhart's lost
Loc~
H~E Electra. Satellite imagery of an airplane graveyard in Arizona, USA was
e.%~m'~ to see how aircraft appear on a satelliteimage. In the Pacific Ocean, this
tec~ology was used to study the.weather patterns of El Nino. In Asia, a study was done
ro ,iPr~~~ some of China's available mineral resources and to visualize the effect of
mh:L"!~~,00 ill rural areas. Satellite imagery was also used to analyze the effects of the
~.obj:
nuclear power plant accident in the Ukraine. In this study there are before and
ar..er~coes lOpictoriallyrepresentthe detrimentaleffect that the radiation had upon the
~
._~~;.y, Z m-ea..Satellite images of the Sahara Desert in Africa were used to visually
p~:u.'"'ethe I'P.f'I1'Iinc::
of a lost civilization located underneath the desert. The final topic of
~
~. i.PLi in an analyzationof images of the Rub al-Khali desert in the Middle East to
~
~:
frankincense trading outposts.
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PACIne
~
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ISLA~l)S:

:---= -s."'~rl.sof interest in the Pacific are Truk. (Chuuk) Island and Gardner
~---~
-~......
..~~
~:..:-..;.je .. .42 N
:": =-~.:-_.1e 151.67 E

Gardner Coordinates:
Latitude: 4.67 S
Longitude: 174.5 W

MISS:C~ :3...r:CITVE:
T:-~ >:",_..;
Gardner were chosen as areas of interest because of their historical
backc---:>~ T:'".;.A:
Island was a key position in the Pacific during World War II.
Hund."'eJs2: ~'PS. planes, and submarines lie along the shoreline as a result of the many
battles ber";1.
ee:: :he Japanese and the Allied forces. Gardner Island is believed to be the
final re~h

~

of famed aviator Amelia Earhart. After her disappearance on July 2,

193"9,='~f."'~ns
implicated Gardner Island to be the most likely location for the
Lockhee.: :~E F.Jectrato have gone down when it ran out of fuel. Tbe goal of studying
T~ ~
:..3:~ find satellite images of sunken aircraft. The study will help researchers to
i~~.
:..:.:.i::mcraft under water appears as on a satellite image. Using the research

~

::-c.=.Trok Island aids the study of Gardner Island. The hope in finding satellite

image,)c: ~
Island is that Amelia Earhart's aircraft will appear on the images, putting
a:: e~ :c :.:..::=:. s:ery of what happened to her after she lost radio contact.
~nss:::" ?ESt.'1.TS:
S~
photos of the two islands were found after weeks of searching on the
interne:. =_: .:"",:t'iJ,'0photos were chosen because they had the best quality. However,
these : : ;~-:r:s "'''erestill not the desired type. Active radar satellite images were needed

to see .:.~_:.:~ .=.derwater. Theonlywayto get activeradarsatelliteimagesof Truk.and

G~rd.=e'"'": -d be to pay thousands of dollars to send commercial satellites to cover the
are=.
:-::e~~~ m Appendix A-1 is a photo ofTruk. with some cloud cover. Truk.is
~:..ig:':",;.p:)fsmall islands. Some of the islands that make up the group can be seen
~ me :-:g.:.: ~ ..eftcenter of the image. If the image had been taken with active radar, all

the .;;.~- ~, .:.~ groupwouldbe seenplusanythingthatwasabout20 feetunderthe

aIe= :"':.e--"'ze in Appendix A-2 is a photo of Gardner Island also with varying amounts
~: ::_: : .:=-.e: ~ this image, however, there is a break in the clouds and Gardner can be
~ ::~~.: B; ~g
an active radar image researchers would have been able to see if
a::: -.. -~ :::~ he~dentifiedalongthe shorelineor in a lagoonat the southeastend of the
l~ ~" F..=,~ Amelia Earhart's Lockheed lO-EElectra, or at least parts of it, would have
f';;::=::~: .i s: :.e3I'mystery.
-\::::C:iI::r
photo of an island that is relevant to the Earhart mystery was also found on
~ '=::DX:.:'~ image in Appendix A-3 is a photo of Canton Island, which is part of the
Pt.::c-_~ ~...;.p of tslands in the Pacific. Gardner Island is also part of the Phoenix group.
:=.: ~:t:: :: ~ ~d takes place in late 1970/early1971. A helicopter mechanic was
~;.-.~: ~ ("___trm
Island during the time and frequently went on surveying missions with
::x ~:~r::rews.
He recollects ~at on one flight he spotted a radial aircraft engine on a
:oe:~::- :'::C=! j}e :s1andsin the group, possibly Gardner. He bad the helicopter pilot airlift
~ ~
::: U::ron where he toyed with it while on the island The helicopter operation
-= ~ ?':.:c-~ IUrut~ later closed down and the engine was put in a dump. The dump was
.~..:
~'=:be ~ end of a runway that is on the northwest end of the island. If the engine
.. _~
:: .-i.=di.aEarhart's plane it would shed some light on what happened to her in
";'.

_~

~

Though the desired satellite images were not found on the internet, it is no
indication that they do not exist. Some images exist and peoplejust may not realize what
could be revealed on the images. Other images cost so much that people may not wish to
purchase an image of the area. Hopefully, one day researchers v.-illget a hold of active
radar satellite images that will end one of the biggest mysteries of the century.
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA: ARIZONA
Area of interest is Davis-MonthanAir Force Base located near Tucson, Arizona.
Coordinates:
Latitude: 32.18 N
Longitude: 110.89W
MISSION OBJECTIVE:
Davis-Monthan Air Force Base was chosen as a research topic for the remote
sensing project because it is the home of the AerospaceMaintenanee and Regeneration
Center (AMARC). The AMARC can best be descn"bedas a graveyard for military aircraft.
When military aircraft are finally retired they find themselvesat the AMARC where they
can be preserved and stored away until they are called to actiye service again as remotely
controlled drones or until they are sold to friendly foreign governments. One of the most
prestigious residents of the AMARC is the B-52 Stratofortress,the dominant bomber of its
time. Since the area is known to have a large amount of aircraft, studying satellite images
of Davis-Monthan Air Force Base will help in determininghow aircraft appear on an active
radar image. The results of the study will aid in the search for lost aircraft. With active
radar, aircraft can be located under water, in the shrubbery of thejungles, and in woodland
areas. Knowing what an aircraft looks like on a radar image may help in further missions
such as search and rescues.
MISSION RESULTS:
As a result of the extensive research that has beeIl conducted, aerial photographs of
Davis-Monthan Air Force Base have been found. as well as an active radar image of the
area in which the base is located. By studying the photographs and the radar image it can
be determined what is needed for an aircraft to be spotted on an active radar image.
Aerial photographs of the Air Force Base were found on webpages that gave the
military history of the base. Aerial photographs were also found on Terraserver, a huge
database of photographs from around the world [21]. The photographs on the web server
.

weretakenby the UnitedStatesGeologicalSurvey(CSGS).The imagein AppendixB-1

shows the detail of the base and the aircraft on the field. Part of the AMARC can be seen in
the lower right of the image. Images in Appendix B-2, B-3. and B4 are images of the
base at 16 meters, 8 meters, and 1 meter resolution. Resolution refers to the square meters
of an area that one pixel on the image represents. At a 16meter resolution the Air Force
Base can be identified. but aircraft are not distinguishable..At an 8 meter resolution more
detail of the base can be seen, but it is still hard to see a clear outline of an aircraft. At a 1
meter resolution the rows of aircraft at the A..\.1ARCcan easily be distinguished. The 1
meter resolution image was the best for clearly identifyingaircraft using the aerial
photographs.
An active radar image of the area where Davis-MonthanAir Force Base is located
was found in the data taken by SIR-C (Spacebome Trrut~ Radar-C). The third of its
kind, SIR-C is an imaging radar system that ~ la~
aboard the Space Shuttle twice
in 1994 [10]. The image in AppendixB-5 is the only ~'e nmr image of the area that
was found during the search. The_subjectin discussioc is located in the upper left comer
of the image. Although SIR-C data has a lot of uses, its me in trying to identify aircraft is
undesirable. SIR-C data uses a resolution of about 50 meters. That resolution is not
suitable for trying to identify an object the size of an airt:rnft.
As a result of analyzing the aerial photographs and the ~'e radar image of DavisMonthan Air Force Base an important factor was ~1i7.ed. In mier to utilize the capabilities
of an active radar image to aid in identifyingaircraft.the image mnst have at least a 1 meter
resolution. Only with a 1 meter resolution can an aircraftbe identified clearly.
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PACIFIC OCEAN:
The topic of interest is EI Nino.

MISSION OBJECITVE:
EI Nino was chosen as a topic of interest to research because of its impact on global
weather patterns. Since 1976EI Nino has become more frequent and intense, creating a
greater need for an understanding of its possible effects.
MISSION RESULTS:
EI Nino is the abnormal flux of hot water [20], warming equatorial Pacific Ocean
surface waters [19]. The cause of this warming is from normal fluctuations in water and
wind patterns every 3 - 7 years. However in the last two decades E1~ino events have been
more frequent and severe accordingto the National Oceanographicand Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA) [20]. Severe effects of El Nmo include floods, droughts, and
other foul weather [19].
Appendix C-l shows the developmental stages of the 1997Fl Nino in six stages.
Color indicates water vapor and its gradual move from the ~'eStpacific to the east pacific.
Deep blue coloring represents areas of dryness, or little water '-apor, while on the other end
of the spectrum red indicates areas of high moisture, or E1Ymo. This gradual move of
warm moisture, increase in water temperature, and the evaporatioo rate of water causes a
rise in temperature and humidity in the eastern Pacific. The increase of warm water
evaporation caused moisture to form huge cloud towers which produced enormous
amounts of rain for regions in the eastern Pacific [1j.
The 1997EI Nino had a drastic effect on global weather bec<ufSeof the excess
moisture in the air, but began to wear off in 1998 [1]. Pictures in Appendix C-2 and
Appendix C-3 reveal how the levels of water vapor around the equatOrgradually decreased
from dark reds and blues to more greenish tints. Green colonng represents areas of normal
moisture levels. These pictures not only measured water Y3pOf.bur sea surface height,
which serves as a heat content To distinguish sea surface beiglu. red areas are 10 cm, or 4
. inches above normal, white areas are between 14-32 em or 6-13 inches above normal, and
green represents areas of normal sea levels [5]. Effects of high InO"aSttIre
in the east, or red
areas, resulted in heavy rains. Areas ofb1ue suffered from eAhcme dryness or drought.
The gradual decrease in temperature and ~'arer '"3pO:"
:n ilie a:r a:~ed for the gradual
decrease in drastic rains and droughts ~ the ~ orlrl.
It is wind that causes this fl;a ~ ~ and moisture. The p~
from NSCAT
revealed how winds in the circulationpanem :rom the e:qt:aro:"
~bed
off and carried heat
and moisture from the tropics to the ea& PacIfic ~ o~ ~'o:rl~.~ead of having normal
tradewinds blow east to west maintaininEbalance. tra.:ie7.";:n,ds
b~c-;:;-;:;-es:
to east, so that all
the moisture and heating moves to the east ~::
The 1997Development pictures of E1~~ .~..,b:
C-l jare taken by the Upper
Atmosphere Research Satellite (UARS I.wtric.h~
!r-:1II1";;~.mae..
pressure, wind
velocity, and gas species [23]. Pictures from ~tarcl:.8. 1998 "AppendixC-2) and May 3,
1998 (Appendix C-3) are taken by the TOPEXl'PovUioo~nnf'. This satellite is designed
to monitor global ocean circulation, discover-the ~
and :ttmns:pht-rirrelationship, and
improve global climate predictionS112]. The final plCtDre.~
C-4) taken from
NASA Scattometer (NSCAT) during the last 10da:j;;cf ~1a) 19CT.re't-ealsthe relationship
between the ocean and the atmosphere [1]. Satellitephotos are >iw:because they reveal
how heat and moisture fluctuate, changing normal gtoba: weather p:'tt~ over time. Heat
and moisture moving toward the east formed El Ymo. ~f
bea» rains and high
temperatures in eastern Pacific regions and chuughb in ~.estern Pacific regions. The
westward movement of heat and moistme caused the ~rf'.!1in? of El Xmo and the

Q..,~

of global weather patterns. This data is used by the NOAA to issue weather

"'--o.:t:; ~ a.dvisories [5].

1DOTE) Nino Developm.ent
thunidity Anmnn':v),'IQ88U~d
by UAJtS..MLSat 10-12 Km
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ASIA: CHINA
Areasof interestincludethe surroundingareasof Beijing,HongKong,and Zhao
Qing.
MISSION OBJECTIVE:
The purpose to this study of the satellite imagery-of China involved two objectives.
First, to observe how the growth of China has affected its natural and agricultural
vegetation. Secondly, to use satellite imagery to find areas suitable for possible mineral
exploration. China was chosen to be studied bec~useit is a region of the world that is
undergoing rapid growth. The increasing popu1atio~and arban17.:trion
of China makes this
country a prime target in which to study the effects :;: urbarnzauon on rural areas. In
addition to its rapid development, China is a coon.t:) -;.::hmultiple geographic regions. It
encompasses different temperate zones and biomes. 43 ~
c! China's land surface is
covered by mountains, 26 percent by plate4lUS,i9 perce~ b; b:;.'-.:!1c;.
and 12 percent by
plains. Because ofCmna's diverse topography. h ~!':.r:;l~ a '2.%: of natural resources.
Searching for those resources has driven m<c~ ge:'~u~:' .1:ldscientists to study China's
lands. China's abundant resources motivated :h;, ~:e
1~"C.;" study. The vast
resources of the internet were used to compile ~7:~~ p:urcs c: sarelliteimagery that
reflected the results of the objectives.
MISSION

RESULTS:

~ ere first located and
Multiple images containinginformatiro ~
agn..~
obtained from the internet The first set ofimage:s ~AppPnthyD-:. D-2. D-3) were taken

from the LANDSAT satellite showing the gr0v01hof BelJ.1Dg!='Om1976-1991. On these
images, the red areas represent agricultural grov:th ViiriJethe green ateas depict more
developed areas with little or no agricultural growth. The unage of Beijing from 1976
shows the least amount of development Doring th1Sm;re ~h~I
era, it was common for

people to reside in the same building that the} ~ ar:mi BecaiJsepeople often both lived
and worked in the same place, there ",-ereVt'%jfe;r;Zge hoosing ~ments
present in
Beijing. This changed, however, in the refa= en ~.~ mare aDdmore employers bought
apartment buildings or housing blocks m ~-h;l: ~ ~ees
~
live. This meant
that fewer people were living and '"uding ~ me ~
~.
creanng a need for massive
housing developments. During the 19&O's.nc ~-::g
~~
of Beijing encouraged

peopleto movetheirindustrialp1anlsfromthe no;n~': ~. ;.0~

oUtlying areas. The

development of Beijing is evident in the ~g
~
of gI'O%ponrayed on the images
over the time span of fifteen years. TIns rn:p:dgro"='i-m
J.S~~~TTj 4{)pc!leatin the city of
Fangzhuang. This city is located on the ~ 1dt hz:1dSldeof::he images. On the 1984
image, the population ofFangzhuang was ~'} :.OOCpecp1e. .-\1this point in time, the city
was portrayed as a reddish image ~!V
there ~%t 00{nmc:hu::b:!:h~7~ion
in the area. In
the 1991 image, however, this same cit; ~:)
iatt gree:: ~"7;::lg the massive
development that occurred in just sevec jears [3: .-\:1..~~ ~
~ exemplifies how
satellite imagery can be used to differentiate~~ ~
f;",~ ~
areas is shown in
Appendix D-4. This is a radar image of Hoog Ka2g. Chma.::um by the Spaceborne
Imaging Radar-CIX-BandSynthetic ~twc
R3d3:"SIR~X-SAR) an the Space Shuttle
Endeavor on October 10, 1994. In this picmre. the nxxe

~.

populated areas are

distinguished by bright yellow colors. The <b:t bl:Jcand red colors depict the South China
Sea and the yellow specs in this area repteseuI sh:ps.. B)' ~
this image one can
areas In Hong Kong. Again, this is
locate the most heavily populated and most ~

the type of image that might be used to recmi ~ effect of urban development on tropical
environments [7].

"Thefifth picture of China (AppendixD-5) shows the area around the city of Zhao
~~
'P--.J.S
southern portion of China is being used to identify new areas with a potential
:~~_.~
exploration. The image was taken on April I?, 1994by the Shuttle Endeavor
~

.:.: s:R-C'X-SARradar. The SIR-CIX-SARtypeof radarusesL-Band,C-Band,and X-

E,,-=:.
-

~'ave wavelengths to take images of many different areas. In the lower left
:..i.:::'.:.:.=er. the light blue area along the river Xi Jiang is the actual city of Zhao Qing. The
~~~~ ~~..rl mine in southern China can also be seen in the top left of the image along a
:=,:.-= :~ ndge. This area of the mountain ridge and the-areato the east are currently being
~--a.:.:.~:~ :.dentifypossible mining areas (North is located in the upper left on this particular
- .1:::'= The image is an excellent example of how satellite imagery is being used by
~: .:.:.~ ~ aid in the development of China. Satellite images such as those shown in
':'~'.:.:t D are extremely helpful to both geologists and land-use planners [9].
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El~OPE:

UKRAINE

~c-ordinates:
~f interest is the Chernobyl nuclear power plant.
Latitude: 51.17 N
Longitude: 30.15 W
~.SS:2';\ OBJECI1VE:
~

Chernobyl nuclear power plant was chosen as an area of study because it is the

,--== ~::tr
~~ ? ~

mostdevastatingnuclearaccidentthathas occurredsincethe dawnof the atomic
a reactorat the nuclearpowerplantexplodedon April26, 1986it promptedthe

=. .:a~
of more than 120,000people that lived within a 30 km radius to the plant [18].
~:.: ~
00 caused by the blast also affectedthe vegetation and wildlife that was in the
.J...~~ :)!the nuclear power plant. Pine forests had died and wild animals suffered a
~.=.e ~ nmnber as well as extraordinarilyhigh mutation rates [26]. Even after 12 years,
::r ~ ~ still discussedbecause toxic remains have not been completely sealed and
a:.:c-.cr:eactor at the plant is still operating. Satelliteimages of the area near the time of the
~ ~ closer to the present will be researched.By studying satellite images of the area at
=--=:~ dInes a comparison will show the effects radiation had on the area surrounding the
:::':a::=zbylnuclear power plant. A clearer understandingwill be reached as to how satellite
..i~
can be used to study the effects disasters, such as this one, have on the land.

-

..r'S:QX RESULTS:
Through a search of the internet satelliteimages were found that depict the
.~?~
around the Chernobylnuclear power plant. The satellite images are from one
:::':u= !,..Hxr
the blast and from six years later in July 1992. The images, as well as some
~~~~
information, were found on the Earthshots web page [4]. The web page
;..:c..~~=mges from different events that have occurred throughout the world. The images
=oi(';.~ found for Chernobyl were taken by the United States Geological Survey (USGS)
to':;;..::.~ the LANDSAT instrument. The LANDSAT instrument utilizes false-colo:t~
a: ~ take images. False-color infrared measures the infrared portion of the spectrum.
-:-- ~ ~"peof infrared is best used for vegetationbecause there is a higher reflectance from
.~~~
m the infrared spectrum. Vegetationappears as red hues on the LANDSAT
-.:.~~

- ::.e image in AppendixE-l was taken one month after the blast and has the plant
~L...~': O:lthe image. The area in the lower left of the image was known to be mostly
.' 0~ti"' rlfarmland.Whenthe imagein AppendixE-l is comparedto thatin Appendix
=:.=-::e e!!'ectthat the radiation has had on the farmland is extremely evident. The dark red
:i ~. ~
is lighter in 1992. Also, the bright red of the farmland surrounding the
.- 1 ~! :..3:ow a tan-green. The change in color is the result of the abandonment of the
...ID.:"- 0 "':~ \"egetationtakingoverthe fields,andthe factthatradioactivematerialhas
; ~..:=:D the soil. The image in Appendix E-3 is a 1992image that is overlaid with zones
-'-'-~-'-l j)e amount of Cesium 137 present during a 1990 study of the area [18].
J._CQ.j:~
and loss of vegetation can be seen more clearly in the zones with the greater
-r~ ;:-::.. :qresented by the dark blue outline.
~ Images of the Chernobyl nuclearpower plant are excellent examples of how the
~:..: ~g:. of satellite imagery can be used to study events from around the world that have
:AiL~ ~cc: on the land. LANDSAT images can also be used to study agriculture and
x:-o&;:~ e-cpment. Through the use of satellite imagery, such as LANDSAT images,
~-~ ~ -~~ better study what is going on in the world
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A.FRICA: SAHARA
Areas of interest include the Aorounga Impact Crater, Wadi Kufra, and the Eastern

~.

~~

:::esen.

~1ISS10S OBJECTIVE:
TIJeSahara Desert was chosen as a topic of study because of the recent talk of
:-»~-:~ ..:ostcivilizations" underneath the desert sands. The objective of this search was
~: =-=-= ""~
taken by radar capable of seeing about twenty feet underneath the top layer
:: ~..:. TIri.swould enable visuals of possible "lost civilizations" located under the
5-.L-..L""1,.
l:.s necessary to use active radar in order to see this far under the ground. An
~~~
of activeradar is SpaceborneImaging Radar-C/X-BandSynthetic Aperture Radar
5~, -:. 'X-SAR). This type of radar is useful when analyzing desert areas because it is able
:.: ~-.:. j:ough thin layers of dry sand.
~5IO:S

RESULTS:
~ "';:,. there were no actual images found of the "lost civilizations,"three other

=~ L~

_~ "'ere foundof howsatelliteimageryhelpedto makediscoveriesin the Sahara.

5~_ ~ ~
of the Sahara desert was used to analyze crater impacts, the expansion and
::c-~~-~: of the desert, and ancient river beds underneath the desert sands. The SIR=-X-5.~~ ~tured an image (AppendixF-l) of the Aorounga impact crater in a part of the
3-.L-"':"'-~
~
located in northern Chad. This crater, about 17 kilometers in diameter, was
:::&:~~_: ~ an impact caused by either a comet or an asteroid almost several hundred
==-.-:c::;e41'Sago. In this image, the dark streaks represent deposits of windblown sand
~-- .:; ~
years of wind erosion. This is why the crater appears in a ring-like pattern.
:-~ :.zc. ~
located in the upper right hand comer of the image is thought to be part of a
~:O5>&~
secood crater [2]. In another image of relatively the same area, (Appendix F-2)
~
~
are visible. To the left of the center, the two-ringed pattern is the Aorounga
~-:
~.Pr. In the center of the image, the second propo~ crater is seen as a dark circle
~
;...;...~ding a lighter area (peak). A third possible crater can be seen to the right
:.: =a: .:=:.cr as a dark trough. The middle of this structure is thought to be located more to
~ ~-;=.:~:he image, in the center, as a lighter area. These two images show how satellite
~ -:-~ ~ enabling geologists to study things that the human eye cannot see alone.
~:.r
=.agery is also being used in this dry area to study the expansion and contraction
:.: ::.c S-~~z:-a.
desert[13]. Theimagesshownin AppendixF-3 depictthe changingsize of
~ ~
desert from 1984 to 1990. The desert areas are shown in brown, while areas of
.-~~=~ are represented by a purple color. While these two images show how the desert
~ :::~=.a:~ in size, earlier data showed that the desert was slowly growing larger from
.

:..~: ::- 6~s.+. The overall movement of the desert from 1980 to 1990, however,

~;:;-~
'Thistype of informationis useful to track because it will provide countries with
.r:-:~
::z possible times of famine and drought [6]. The third satellite imagery study
:r-~ .:cae ;::l~ Saharadesertlooksat ancientriverbedslocatedjust beneaththe sand
~ -..£~ = Appendix F-4 shows a Spaceborne Imaging Radar-A (SIR-A) swath
~
~
over a LANDSAT image of the same area. Where the LANDSAT image is
~~.
:l ;nxograph of the area, th~ SIR-A image uses active radar to see one to four
:::::cr~ :'C'"'~l.hthe sand. On this 50 kIDwide swath, it is possible to see river systems that

.~

-~-': oedthousands of years ago. This image of the eastern Sahara desert sparked

~-c.c ~
to analyze the area for artifacts. Human artifactsdating all the way back
:: ?-c..e:~
-~'t" times were found in these river beds. Also, shells of large snails indigenous
:: =:L~ A :mdvegetation, called Zootecus insularis, were found [15]. Another image of
~ a:L.e:.: ~
beds underneath the Sahara Desert was taken in Wadi Kufra, Libya by the
5JC..-:'X-SAR (,AppendixF-5). The radar was able to penetrate the dry sand cover of the
~~
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MIDDLE EAST: RUB AL.KHALI
The area of interest is a desert area on the Arabian peninsula. The area is known as
the Rub al-Khali or Empty Quarter. The desert is located on the borders of Saudi Arabia
and Yemen.
MISSION OBJECfIVE:
The stretch of desert was chosen because around 3000-1000 h.c. it was home to the
frankincense trade routes between India and places north of the Arabian peninsula [16].
Along the trade routes were ancient cities where the inhabitantsacted as middlemen in the
spice trade. The ancient cities had trade routes that fanned out in every direction, but
mostly towards the north. Over time, however, the trading started to become obsolete and
the trading routes were barely used anymore. Eventually, the ancient cities began to
deteriorate and fall into disrepair because trading caravans were tIaveling through the cities.
The ancient cities did not survive the test of time and are believed to be buried in the sands
of the Rub al-Khali. Using satelliteimagery of the Arabian peninsula a search was
conducted to find one of the ancient cities: Ma'rib. The ancient city of Ma'rib is suspected
to be buried near the present day city of Ma'rib and also near a massive damn that was
constructed during the time of the frankincensetrade routeS
MISSION RESQLTS:
As a result of an extensive search of satellite images in the Rub al-Khali not one
image was found that would help identify the ancient city of~fa'rib. However, another
ancient city in the Rub al-Khali was found through the use of satellite imagery. With the
help of history and the use of satellite images the lost city of L'barwas identified in the Rub
al-Khali. Ubar happened to be a larger trading outpost than ~Ia'rib.
The satellite image that was found was taken by the Spacebome Imaging Radar
CIX-Band Synthetic Aperture Radar (SIR-CIX-SAR). Looking at the image in Appendix
G-l, the magenta colored area is a region of large sand dunes.. 'Thegreen areas are rough
limestone rocks, which form a rocky desert floor. The white area that runs across the
.
.

.middleof the imageis a dry streambed. The lostcityof'Ubaris tOOsmallto be detectedon
the imagebut is knownto existnearthe dry stre3.n1
bed. ThereasonDbaris knownto
exist is because the red streaks on the image are tracks that 1eadtOWardsthe center of the
image (18.4 degrees North, 53.6 degrees East) near the dry stream bed. Field
investigations have showed that many of the tracks v.ere used in ancient times [8].
Finding the lost city of Ubar is an exceIlen1example of how satellite imagery has
helped historians discover more about the past. Although the inirialobjective of finding the
lost city of Ma'rib was not accomplished,imcigtr:imo the uses of satellite imagery was still
gathered by studying the image taken of the Rub a1-Khah. ~pnite imagery has helped
historians discover the past, helped scientists cbcunU:iethe fumre, and has many other uses
that have yet to be realized.

G-1

CONCLUSION
Research done on each of the seven topic areas brought about a significance to the
development of remote sensing. Remote sensing can be applied in many ways such as
conducting search and rescues, studying weather patterns, finding new archaeological
sites, studying agricultural depletion, locating natural mineral sites, and for studying the
effect of radiation on surrounding areas. Each of these aRplicationswere developed years
ago, indicating that there are already many new application~of remote sensing and that
more will soon be developed. There are more areas in the world that could be hiding a lost
civilization or be the site of a cataclysmic event. With the use of instruments such as SIRCIX-SAR and LANDSAT, plus commercial systems such as SPOT and Earthwatch,
researchers can examine other parts of the world. The remote sensing field of technology
is rapidly growing because of the many ways that it can benefit all of mankind. Not only
can remote sensing do things such as studying weather patterns, but it can also be used for
more serious matters such as national security. All of these examples prove remote sensing
technologies to be extremely beneficial and reinforcethe idea that improvements and
commercialization of remote sensing should continue.
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